
Planning for Long-Term Care Expenses
An illustration to help you understand several options for creating 

an "expense account" to protect your retirement income and assets

Client Name: Mr Valued  Client

Planning Scenario A

Your Current Age 60

Projected age when care begins 85

If you want an insurance company to pay:

  Up to this amount, if care begins today  $4,500/Mon

  For up to minimum covered years *1 3.24 Years

  LTC Expense Account available today *2  $175,000

  Inflation protection built into coverage 3.0% Compound

  Benefit, if care begins at projected age  $9,423/Mon

  Future funds available at projected age *3  $379,200

  Premium  $1,838

  Premium Duration Annual

If you decide to pay for care yourself:

 For the same expense account at projected age

  (assuming this annual after-tax rate of return) 4%

     You would need to invest this lump sum today  $130,703

    or annual investment until the projected age  $8,045

 If you invest the premium until projected age  $1,838

      You will invest this much  $45,950

       Total value of this fund (at above annual growth rate)  $79,607

       Projected days of care covered by this fund*4 257

      Compared to days of care covered by insurance 1183

* Notes:  See attached Explanation of Key Assumptions and Projections. This illustration is a sample of potential insurance value

versus self-funding, and may not reflect the total actual expenses of your long-term care (LTC). It excludes any co-payments or self

funded care not covered by the policy or investment fund illustrated. Upon request, your advisor will provide you reports projecting

various scenarios of care cost greater than amounts illustrated above.

Acknowledgement of Review

I acknowledge that this report has been explained to me. I understand I can choose to; (1) create a LTC

expense account paid for by an insurance company, or (2) pay for any long-term care myself, 

I (circle one) ELECT TO / ELECT NOT TO apply for long-term care coverage at this time. I (circle one)

WOULD LIKE / WOULD NOT LIKE a follow-up no later than ____________ fill in date, if applicable).

Signed ______________________________________   Dated ________________

The financial calculators and reports are for illustration purposes only and projections of hypothetical situations.

They are not intended to be financial, tax, or legal advice, nor are they an illustration of any specific product or contract.

Susan Blais, LTCP Mr Valued Client 
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Planning for Long-Term Care Expenses

Explanation of Key Assumptions and Projections

If you want an insurance company to pay: Scenario A
Up to this amount, if care begins today  $4,500/Mon

For up to minimum covered years *1 3.24 years

LTC Expense Account available today *2  $175,000

Inflation protection built into coverage 3.0% Compound

  Benefit, if care begins at projected age 85  $9,423/Mon

  Future Expense Account available at projected age 85  *3  $379,200

Premium  $1,838

If you decide to pay for care yourself:

For the same expense account at projected age 85

(assuming this annual after-tax rate of return) 4%

You would need to invest this lump sum today  $130,703

or invest this much each year until the projected age 85  $8,045

If you invest the premium until projected age 85  $1,838

You will invest this much  $45,950

Total value of this fund (if grows at above annual rate)  $79,607

Projected days of care covered by this fund*4 257 days

      Compared to days of care covered by insurance at any age 1183 days

*1 Minimum covered years (if full benefit used every day)

     In a typical "reimbursement" policy, claims are filed for actual cost of care. However, this is not "use it or
lose it." If you spend less than the available monthly benefit (i.e., $4,500), the amount left over remains in
your "expense account," and will extend your coverage beyond the stated benefit duration. So, if, for
example, you use only half of your monthly benefit (e.g., $4,711 per month, if care begins at age 85), your
benefit duration doubles.

*2 LTC Expense Account available today

     This is the monthly benefit available today multiplied by the number of benefit months. For example, in the
illustration above, the $4,500 monthly benefit multiplied by 39 benefit months equals $175,000. This does not
account for increases based on purchasing an inflation benefit.

*3 Future LTC Expense Account available at projected age when care begins

     This includes the inflation coverage for care years two and beyond, if applicable. For example, in the
illustration above, the monthly benefit has grown each year since the date of issue. By age 85, the $4,500
monthly benefit has grown to a $9,423 monthly benefit. The $9,423 amount is used to calculate the Future
Expense Account for the first year of care, and increases 3.0% Compound each year.

*4 Projected days of care covered by this fund

     This projection is based on comparable insurance benefits and the amount of money withdrawn from the
fund each day. For example, in the illustration above, if you withdrew $310 each day to pay for care, the fund
(growing at 4% after-taxes annually) would provide 257 days of care. By comparison, the "expense account"
from the insurance company would cover 1183 days of care. Furthermore, the investment fund took years to
accumulate, while insurance company's "expense account" or "pool of money" became available the same
day the policy was issued.

The financial calculators and reports are for illustration purposes only and projections of hypothetical situations.

They are not intended to be financial, tax, or legal advice, nor are they an illustration of any specific product or contract.

Susan Blais, LTCP Mr Valued Client 
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